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Moving to Hawaii is a dream for many people!Is Hawaii the right place for you?That's what you'll

find out as you read this comprehensive book covering everything from planning your move, to the

flight, to the day you walk up to your new front door.Hawaii is not for everyone. This book will help

you decide if it fits you or not, before you spend a lot of time and money moving all your belongings

and family.Moving to Hawaii is a dream for many people! Imagine Moving to Hawaii and...* Having

to choose which amazing beach to visit that day because there are dozens close by.* Seeing a

rainbow nearly every day!* Snorkeling, hiking, walking at the beach, cycling, swimming, diving, or

sitting at the beach every day!* Sitting in Traffic losing your mind in Waikiki because there's an

event nearby and you need to be home!* Feeling like you belong, like you know what is going on

because you have researched and bought this book full of information to help you.Is Hawaii Right

For You?
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Very informative book, offering a wealth of information about (you guessed it) Moving to Hawaii.

Vern does a great job breaking up the book into around 30 sections or so, with each chapter

focusing on a specific topic, often ranging vastly different from the others (ex: housing, employment,

education, language, religion, etc.). The ebook is succinct and to the point.My only qualm with the

book is that I came across a few errors (which I wrote to him about; he is incredibly easygoing and

approachable, and will respond to you very quickly!), and there were a few sections that, although

the book is advertised as up to date, were still referring to 2013, or another year not current. I'll

wager this wasn't intentional, as Vern seems like a great, down-to-earth guy, and probably just

missed these.Overall, however, if you're looking for information on how to move to Hawaii, I'm not

sure if there's a better place to start. I'm sure you will find out quite a bit from this ebook. And like I

said, Vern seems like an amazing guy, so do take advantage of that.

The handbook for moving to Hawaii. The author helped me through the ordering process with

kindness, despite me messing up badly in the process.

Full of lies

This "guide" to moving to Hawaii was o.k. I got the feeling that the author seemed overly intent on

making readers aware of their status as minorities when they visit...whatever that means.

Meanwhile back in Maui, he was just as quick to assert that he was not in the minority while living &

hanging out on this particular island. Again, what does that have to do with anything?This book is

good as a sort of primer, however it's only 1 person's perspective: that of a non-minority, golf-loving

male who feels the need to constantly remind readers how difficult it will be to gain acceptance of

their presence from the "locals."However the Islands of Hawaii are inhabited by humans, the same

as you and me. It makes no difference whether one is considering moving to Hawaii or the lands of

the American South, it all comes down to basic common sense & a person's willingness to leave

their assumptions (as well as their arrogance & false sense of superiority) at the door & have the

same respect, courtesy, & kindness that you would have while visiting the home of family & close

loved ones.

This book has good information but very focused on Oahu. If you are considering other islands

there are better books to read.



If you want to read about how good the author is at making friends, this is the book for you. If you

want to find a golf course or a souvenir shop, this book is for you. If you don't become nauseated

reading how many times the author can pat himself on the back, this book is for you. However, if

you want useful information about moving to Hawaii, look elsewhere! This is a complete waste of

time and money.

I must say... I live in Norway and have played with the thought about moving for a long time. After I

read this book, it's all clare to me now-I was born in the wrong country! So well written, honest, and

gives you both pros and cons. Check it out if you are in doubt, this will fix it. Mili

yea
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